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Working with glass over the years I've come to appreciate how it embodies Marcel 

Duchamp's infrathin, the invisible nuances that eXlsl between objects. This is best 

seen (or nol seen) from the fact thai glass is almost not there, that it is the Opposite 

of pocM. The prOjects I will highlight range from emphasizing the opportun ities 

that exist with glass as a malerial, its physical reality, to glass's relation to the self· 

effacement of structure, the self·effacementof material, and the disappearanceo! 

structure in buildings,l am drawn by the relationship of glass lethe ephemeral line, 

the thinness of the line, the thinness of the plane. and the way in which glass has a 

capacity to communicate that as part of architecture. 

The Crystal Palace is a touchstone for the beginning of the modern era and 

the beginning of a renewed use of glass. It serves asa striking and moving example 

of the coonectioo between the object, its fate, and the drawing of that object. Here, 

the concept drawing and the burning rUin become ooe. I fog. 1 

In a more recent case, a diagram that my students at Princeton did a number 

of years ago-based on constructioo drawings for the original World Trade Center 

and uSing different colors to show the types of steel that structura.1 engineer Leslie 

Robertson chose for different parts of the perimeter structure--demonstrates the 

self.effacing brilliance of its conception. An Immense amount of creativity went into 

the development of a structure that uses steel types to channel forces away from the 

strong (and therefore lighter) steels toward the weaker (stiffer) ones, responding to 

the results of wind tunnel tests and tuning the structure to balance its response. Yet 

this creativity is completely inviSible. and it remained completely invisible unt il we did 

the drawing in 2004. There is a strong connection between this creative invisibilit y or 

effacement and the way we work and think about glass as a malerial. 

A project that demonstrates not only the concept of infrathin but also the 

extraordinary relationship between the line. the thinness of that line, and the 

mystery that it holds IS the Glass Pavilion at the Toledo Museum of Art in Toledo. 

Ohio. At the beginning of this prOject. when I first met Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue 

Nishizawa (SANAA) in Tokyo with my colleague Mutsuru Sasaki, they presented 

a drawing I took to be a bubble diagram of the functional relationships of the proJ' 

ect. I had a wonderful double take when Sejima said, "No, no. that's it." What I was 

looking at was actually the plan. Indeed. in the completed building. the joints of the 

line in the glass can easily be confused with the structural columns. This structure 

is extremely thin. and the columns are all somewhat randomly placed so that. at 

first glance. you cannotflnd them. Most people assume that the g lass is hold ing up 
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fig . 1 I Crystal Palace. view of transept , 1851 

f lO. 3 I Chapel des'llned b)' Francoos de Menil to hou~ the 

Men,1 COllectlOl1 , Hooston, Te ... 1997 

, 

fig. 2 I Ce. I,ng view of the Glass Pav,11OO at Ina Toleoo 

Museum QI Art. Toledo. Ohro. 2OCI6 
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the roof, which is nollhe case. I fig.2 A photo taken dur ing construction pOints 10 

another aspect of its thinness and demonstrates the intense coordinat ion thai went 

into achieving a twelve-inch-thick sandwich of everything that was needed, struc_ 

turallyand mechanically. Thai thinness, t he quality af t he line, and the compression 

of the pocM were very much on our minds throughout the building process; all of 

these ideas resonated with us from the project's conceptual beginning. 

The second project that relates a similar idea goes back a number of years 

to a chapel thai Francois de Menil designed for two Byzant ine frescoes belong

ing 10 the Menil Collection. The building, completed in 1997, is a simple precast 

concrete box that encloses the chapel, which is a re-creation of the or iginal cha

pel that housed the frescoes in Cyprus. A defining feature of the glass chapel is 

t he necklace, or web of steel rods, that holds the glass plates. These glass plates 

were too large to be tempered. so they were made as laminated pieces. They are 

held with elegant steel and Delrin acetal resin clips conceived by engineer Ignacio 

Barandiaran in a way that makes the glass-and· rod web into a composite struc· 

ture. There is a symbiotic structure between these lines and the spider web and 

plates work together to achieve considerable thinness. I fig. 3 

It is the Museum of Modern Art expansion. nowever. that comes closest 

10 achieving the delicate balance of infrathin. When you look at Ire walls, the 

extreme thinness of the lines makes them appear to almost vibrate opt ically. like 

lines in a Robert Ryman or Agnes Martin painting. There is physicalit y to the illu· 

sion of seeing a line that is distressingly ephemeral. The wa ll was designed in col· 

laborat ion with Robert Heintges, Yoshio Taniguchi's office. and Kohn Pedersen Fox 

Associates: it incorporates two-and-a-hal f by seven-inch solid-steel-bar mullions 

to span approximately sixty feet vert ically. The mullions are both sel f-supporting 

and propped by small struts at mid-height, and they work as a rigid frame for buck

ling stability and lateral loads. Because of seismic considerations, t he walt is not 

connected to the Museum Tower: it is fully self-reliant. I fig. ~ 

Even more intr iguing is the absence of two primary columns in the second

floor Contemporary Art Galleries of the MoMA expansion. During the design of the 

buildmg, one of the museum's trustees mentioned that the columns in these gal· 

leries were undesirable. Since t here was already a truss structure in place above 

serving as an outrigger for the core bracing of the new tower. it turned out that 

two of the offending columns could be removed and the floors above could hang 

from the outrigger truss at a small additional cost. This created an uninterrupted 

space for showing large·scale contemporary sculptures and installations. such as 

was done for the Richard Serra exhibi t ion held in 2007. I fig.S Our most noteworthy 

contribution to the MoMA expansion is actually not there. 
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f,g. 4 I Self,sllPPO<tmg wall w,\h soIld'1leel mulitOrul 

spanrllflg sixty feet vertf(;ally. VIew from tnt 5<:Ulptllf8 

garden at tile Museum of MoOOrn Art. New York. N. Y 

, 

Il~ 5 I Abs<Jnt columns In theCootl!l'f'lPOl''''Y GoIlleroes 81 

11. M"" """ 01 Mode<n Ar\. New Yak. NY .. 2007 



fog. 6 I $1"" 8t the Gal ler,,, doell'Accadem,a, Andrea 

Palladio. VenICe, Italy 
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flg.7 I Fln,te element ana lys is 01 slone treads for 

cantilever sl alr 

figs. 8 + 9 I Cascade stair inspired by Andrea Pallad,o's 

stai r at the Gallene dell 'Accadem '8 aoo the tower stairsa! 

the Doc,,1 Palace In Urbina. 11~ly 
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The final project that I will discuss lakes the classic principle of canti lever 

or cascade stairs and transforms it with glass. The concept goes back to Andrea 

Palladia's stair at the Ga llerie dell'Accademia in Venice, Italy; before that, it can be 

traced to the tower stairs at the Duca l Palace in Urbina. These stairs were made of 

stone treads thai interlock. I 1111. 6 By their interlock, they are able to canti lever out 

from a wall as the gravity load cascades f rom step to slep. down to the base. We 

took that concept and reconceived it using glass. I fig s.7-9 Four·by·six-inch steel 

lubes rest on fabr icated sleel "stirrups" in the glass wall. These are linked with 

aluminum plates to make a continuous cascade. The project illustrates not just a 

quest ion of materiality and tecton ics. bu t also an attempt to communicate a tradi

t ion. an idea. and a conceptual development historically over time. 

In my mind there is a linkage bet ween the invisibility of concepts, the t hin

ness of the line, and the spat ial qua lit ies of light and line that result in this work. 

This direct ly relates to the opportunit ies that exist today with glass and t hat are 

being realized in work like t hat of SANAA and others who st rive to embrace a 

heightened perception in glass. 

, 


